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When you submit your final draft, you're submitting 2 documents.
The first is your final draft word document. All revisions should be done in track
changes. Also, complete the post-writing questions below and place them at the
end of your paper.
Then, Transform the document into a Microsoft sway. Paste the shareable link in
the text section of the submission portal.
All revisions must be done in track changes and submitted as a word document.
At the bottom of your paper, please answer these 4 meta-writing questions (This
should be no more than a page):
•
•

•

•

Step 1: In a short paragraph, summarize your paper. Make sure you include
your overall argument, pieces of evidence and main supporting points.
Step 2: Write a reverse outline. Read through your own paper and construct
an outline, not of how you hope it to be organized, but how it is organized.
After this outline, write a short assessment of the logic you see in how you
initially constructed the paper, the imperfections and what you want to
change.
Step 3: Locating your sentence level thumps. Find a single, problematic
sentence, copy and paste it here and, in track changes, edit it for clarity,
punctuation, information fluency, etc. Be mindful of what verb you use, the
clauses you choose, etc.
Step 4: Write a short paragraph of meta-cognition--that is, a paragraph where
you discuss how and why you went about editing your paper post-writing. In
the last step, grade your own rough draft based on what you found to be
missing in your analysis. This document should be attached to the end of
your paper when you submit your final

